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Abstract- This paper makes a review about the application of the simulated annealing optimization approach for solving three different com-
puter vision problems. They are image change detection, stereovision matching and texture image classification. The simulated annealing 
mechanism evaluates an entity in the image and considers the influence exerted by neighbor’s entities about the first one. Based on this influ-
ence some feature of the first entity is conveniently modified. This allows to make better decisions based on such modification. 
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Introduction 
Computer vision is an emerging area which is demanding solu-
tions for solving different problems. The basic data are bi-
dimensional (2D) images captured from the three-dimensional 
(3D) real world. 
A look to the 3D world allows observing objects in the scene 
which are formed by structures or elements grouped together. 
Fortunately when the objects are mapped from the 3D world to the 
2D image they preserve this grouping. 
From this observation, an important issue addressed in computer 
vision tasks based on image applications is referred to how sen-
sory elements perceive the objects in a scene, i.e. how the scene 
analysis problem is addressed. To deal with real-world scenes 
some criterion for grouping elements in the scene is required. In 
the work of Wang [1] a list of major grouping principles is exhaust-
ively studied. They are inspired in the Gestalt’s principles [2]. The 
most important from the point of view of computer vision tasks 
are: proximity, labeled features that lie close in space tend to 
group; similarity, labeled features with similar values tend to 
group; connectedness, labeled features that lie inside the same 
connected region tend to group.  

These principles allow defining a spatial neighborhood in the im-
ages from the 3D scene. Now the problem is to build some struc-
ture where the above principles are mapped. Several approaches 
can be used; one of them is the Deterministic Simulated Anneal-
ing (DSA) [3]. DSA is an optimization approach, which minimizes 
an energy function. The main contribution of DSA is its ability to 
avoid local minima during the optimization process thanks to the 
annealing scheme. 
Because the spatial features are preserved in the 2D image, the 
first requirement is to define spatial relations between entities in 
the image and then the influences exerted by some entities over 
the others. This allows to define the parameters required by the 
DSA. Once spatial relations and influences are defined, the DSA 
can be applied. This paper describes how DSA can be successful-
ly applied to three relevant tasks in computer vision: image 
change detection, stereovision matching and texture classification. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the spatial 
relations between entities and describes the DSA optimization 
process and. Sections 3 to 5 describe the application of the DSA 
to the three above mentioned computer vision tasks. Finally, in 
section 6 some conclusions are introduced. 
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Deterministic Simulated Annealing 
Firstly we need to define the spatial configuration of entities inter-
acting between them. This will allow configuring this spatiality as a 
network of nodes under a specific topology. Secondly, we define 
the DSA optimization process. 
 
Network topology 
The starting point is a 2D image. We focus the three applications 
at the image pixel-level and associate a pixel with a node. So, can 
build a network of q nodes where each pixel i located at the spatial 
image coordinates (x,y) is identified as the node ni. Each node has 
associated a state value si. Through the DSA these network states 
are reinforced or punished iteratively based on the influences ex-
erted by their neighbor nodes. As the iterations progress these 
estates change their values trying to achieve the maximum net-
work stability as possible. The main goal is to make better deci-
sions based on this stability. 
 
DSA Optimization process 
Suppose the network with the q nodes. The simulated annealing 
optimization problem is: modify the analogue values si so as to 
minimize the energy [3, 4], 

 
 
  (1) 

where rik(t) is the symmetric weight interconnecting two nodes, i 
and k, in the network at the iteration t and can be positive or nega-
tive ranging in [-1,+1]; sk(t) is the state of the neighbouring node k. 
Each rik(t) determines the influence that the node k exerts on i 
trying to modify the state si(t). According to [3] the self-feedback 
weights must be null (i.e. rii = 0). The DSA approach tries to 
achieve the most network stable configuration based on the ener-
gy minimization.  
The term rik(t) is a consistency coefficient which computes the 
degree of coincidence between the states of the nodes in a given 
neighbourhood, defined as the m-connected spatial region, , 
where m is set normally to 8 and allows the implementation of the 
proximity and connectedness Gestalt’s principles [1,2]. This coeffi-
cient is computed at the iteration t as follows,  

 
 
 (2) 

From (2) we can see that rik(t) ranges in [-1,+1]. The influence 
exerted by the node k over the node i will be positive (reward) or 
negative (punishment). Hence, a positive data consistency will 
contribute towards the network stability. Table 1 shows the behav-
ior of the energy, equation (1), against consistencies and state 
values. As one can see, the energy decreases as the data and the 
state values are both simultaneously consistent (rows 1 and 4 in 
the left part of Table 1); otherwise under any inconsistency the 
energy increases. 
 

Table 1- Behaviour of the energy term against the consistency 
coefficient and state values 

The simulated annealing process was originally developed in [5,6] 
under a stochastic approach. In this paper we have implemented 
the deterministic one described in [3,7], because, as reported in 
[3], the stochastic is slow due to its discrete nature as compared to 
the analogue nature of the deterministic. Following the notation in 

[3], let be the force exerted on node i by 

the other nodes at the iteration t; then the new state si

(t+1) is obtained by adding the fraction f(.,.) to the previous one 
according to equation (3) 
 
 
 

  (3) 
where, as always, t represents the iteration index. The fraction 

 depends upon ui(t)  and the temperature T, at the itera-
tion t. 
The equation (3) differs from the updating process in [3] because 
we have added the term si(t)  to the fraction. This modification 
represents the contribution of the self-support from node i to its 
updating process. This implies that the updated value for each 
node i is obtained by taking into account its own previous state 
value and also the previous state values of its neighbors. The 
introduction of the self-support tries to minimize the impact of an 
excessive neighboring influence. Hence, the updating process 
establishes a trade-off between its own influence and the influence 
exerted by the nodes k by averaging both values. 
One can see from equation (2) that if a node i is surrounded by 
nodes with similar state values, rik(t) should be high. This implies 
that the si(t) value should be reinforced through the equation (3) 
and the energy given by the equation (1) is minimum and vice 

versa. Moreover, at high T, the value of is lower for a 
given value of the forces ui(t). Details about the behavior of T are 

given in [3]. We have verified that the fraction must 
be small as compared to si(t) in order to avoid that the updating is 
controlled only by ui(t). Under the above considerations and based 
on [5,6,8], the following annealing schedule suffices to obtain a 

global minimum: , with T0 being a sufficient-
ly high initial temperature. T0 is computed as follows [9]: a) we 
select four images in change detection and image classification or 
four pairs of stereo images in stereovision matching containing the 
nodes to be updated and compute the energy in equation (1); b) 
we choose an initial temperature that permits about 80% of all 
transitions to be accepted (i.e. transitions that decrease the ener-
gy function), and the temperature value is changed until this per-

centage is achieved; c) we compute the M transitions and 

we look for a value for T for which , 
after rejecting the higher order terms of the Taylor expansion of 

the exponential,  , where  is the mean value. We 
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have also verified that a value of tmax = 200 suffices, although the 

expected condition  in the original algorithm is 
not fully fulfilled. The assertion that it suffices is based on the fact 
that this limit was never reached in all our experiments.  
The DSA process is synthesized as follows [3]: 

1. Initialization: load each node with si(t=0); set (con-
stant to accelerate the convergence); tmax = 200. Define nc as 
the number of nodes that change their state values at each 
iteration.  

 
2. DSA process: t = 0  

while  or   
    t = t + 1;  nc = 0;  
    for each node i 
         update si(t) according to the equation (3) 

         if    then   
            nc = nc + 1; else nc = nc 
         end if  
     end for 
end while 
 
3. Outputs: the states for all nodes updated. 
 

DSA in Image Change Detection 
Given a set of images of the same scene taken at several different 
times, the goal is to identify the set of pixels that are significantly 
different between the last image (IL) and a previous reference 
image (IR); changed pixels may result from a combination of un-
derlying factors, including appearance or disappearance of ob-
jects, motion of objects relative to the background, shape change 
of objects or environment modifications (buildings, fires, etc.) [10]. 
To identify the pixels which have changed a difference image, D = 
| IL – IR |, is computed between both involved images. The values 
in D are mapped to range in [-1, +1] and represent changed/
unchanged pixels. Indeed, a value of -1 indicates the pixel is un-
changed and a value of +1 means maximum change. Thus, each 
pixel location i in D determines the node ni in the network which is 
built for such purpose. The state value for each node is exactly the 
corresponding normalized value in D. Once the network is built 
and the nodes loaded with their state values, the DSA process 
determines consistencies among all nodes in the network and 
establishes pixels which have changed or not. The full procedure 
is described in [11].  Figure 1 (a)-(b) displays two images from the 
same sequence, where (a) is the reference one; (c) is the differ-
ence image D, i.e. the network initialization and (d) displays only 
consistent changes according to the DSA procedure.  

  (a)       (b)  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 (c)         (d)  
Fig. 1- (a) and (b) two images of the same video sequence; (c) 

network initialization; (d) changes detected with the DSA approach  
 
DSA in Stereovision Matching 
The main problem in stereovision is the image matching, that is, 
the process of identifying the corresponding points in two images 
(left and right) that are cast by the same physical point in 3-D 
space. This can be carried out by applying a similarity criterion 
between pixels which are to be matched. Two pixels are identified 
as matched, following a horizontal direction, between both images 
if they display identical intensity values. For each pixel in the left 
image its corresponding pixel in the right one is searched based 
on the similarity criterion and the difference between the horizontal 
x positions is computed. These differences are known as dispari-
ties and they are mapped to range in the interval [-1,+1]. Once we 
have computed all disparities, a network of nodes is built, where 
each node ni represents a pixel on the left image. The state values 
of these nodes are the normalized disparity ones. Once the dis-
parity values are obtained by similarity, the DSA process is trig-
gered to achieve stable disparities. Two approaches, based on 
DSA, have been applied in [12] with edge segments as features 
and also in [13] in stereo images obtained with fish-eye optical 
lenses. 
Figure 2 (a)-(b) displays a pair of stereo images (courtesy of Car-
negie-Mellon University); (c) represents the disparity values, i.e. 
the network initialization and (d) displays stable disparities accord-
ing to the DSA procedure. 

  (a)         (b)  

  (c)         (d)  
Fig. 2- (a)-(b) stereo image pair courtesy of Carnegie-Mellon Uni-

versity; (c) disparity values obtained by similarity; (d) corrected 
disparity values through the DSA approach 

 
DSA in Texture Classification 
Given an original image and a set of c possible classes wj, (j = 
1,..,c) the goal is to determine the class where a pixel belongs to. 
Different strategies have been proposed in the literature, including 
supervised ones [14]. The probabilistic parametric Bayesian (BP) 
which assigns pixels to a class based on the maximum probability 
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values. All probability values range in [0, +1] and they are linearly 
mapped to range in [-1,+1]. 
Because the number of classes is known, we can build a network 
of nodes netj for each class wj, where each node i in the netj is 
identified as a pixel location i in the image which is to be classi-
fied. The normalized probability values are identified as the initial 
states at each network netj which are to be updated during the 
DSA process. Under this approach we have c networks and the 
DSA process is applied to each network. The energy function 
defined in equation (1) is extended to cover the total number of 
classes, i.e. networks, as follows, 

 
 
  (4) 

where the state values are initially the probabilities provided by 
the BP classifier referred to each network netj and the consistency 
coefficient rik(t) is also related to each network netj. This proce-
dure is exhaustively explained with some extensions including 
fuzzy clustering in [14]. Figure 3 displays an original image (a) 
and the classes assigned to each pixel in (b) after applying the 
DSA procedure according to labels in (c).  

   (a)        (b)    (c)  
Fig. 3- (a) original image; (b) labeled image; (c) correspondence 

between labels and classes 
 
Conclusions 
In this paper, we propose a framework based on simulated an-
nealing which is applied to three relevant Computer Vision tasks.  
Because 3D spatial relations are preserved in 2D images, we can 
map them by computing some parameters which allows determin-
ing mutual influences. Some properties of the entities are modi-
fied based on these influences. Better decisions are possible 
thanks to this mapping.  
This idea can be extended to other computing vision tasks involv-
ing entities that can be mutually influenced. The unique require-
ment is to identify these relations and its mapping. 
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